Automatic map extraction is of great importance to urban computing and location-based services. Aerial image and GPS trajectory data refer to two different data sources that could be leveraged to generate the map, although they carry different types of information. Most previous works on data fusion between aerial images and data from auxiliary sensors do not fully utilize the information of both modalities and hence suffer from the issue of information loss. We propose a deep convolutional neural network called DeepDualMapper which fuses the aerial image and trajectory data in a more seamless manner to extract the digital map. We design a gated fusion module to explicitly control the information flows from both modalities in a complementary-aware manner. Moreover, we propose a novel densely supervised refinement decoder to generate the prediction in a coarse-to-fine way. Our comprehensive experiments demonstrate that DeepDualMapper can fuse the information of images and trajectories much more effectively than existing approaches, and is able to generate maps with higher accuracy. * indicates equal contribution.
Introduction
Generating city maps is a fundamental building block of many location-based applications like navigation, autonomous vehicle, and so on. Multiple data sources can be leveraged to automatically generate the map. In this paper, we focus on two data sources, namely aerial images and GPS trajectories. The former is captured by the satellites. Such images are publicly available in many places, eg., Google Earth can stay up-to-date, and have been explored extensively in the past decades for map extraction ( Bastani et al. 2018; Zhou, Zhang, and Wu 2018; Sun et al. 2018; Demir et al. 2017, Mnih and Hinton 2010; Cheng et al. 2017) . The latter captures human movements in the urban area as most human movements are constrained by the underlying road network. Thanks to the fast development of mobile platforms and localization techniques, collecting these GPS trajectories is much easier nowadays. How to extract the map from trajectory data is also a hot research problem (Biagioni and Eriksson 2012; Liu et al. 2012b; Chen et al. 2016; Shan et al. 2015) . Eg., roads are covered by trees and trajectories are sparse on minor roads. However, by leveraging both data sources, such problems are expected to be eliminated.
However, neither data source is perfect for the task of automatic map extraction because of the information loss issue. There is inevitably missing information in the data which makes it extremely challenging, if not impossible, to infer the map accurately. Eg., as shown in Fig. 1 , in aerial image, some roads may be occluded by trees and buildings; in trajectory data, some less popular roads may have very few, or zero, historical trajectories passing by. Such information loss introduces more complexity to the map extraction process.
As aerial images and trajectory data capture different types of information, the information missed in one source might be available in the other source. In other words, combining two data sources that are complementary offers an effective way to make full use of the information that can be well captured by at least one data source. In the current literature, a variety of researches have tried to fuse aerial images with other auxiliary data sources, including earth observation data including Radar (Fil et al. 2018) , Lidar (Audebert, Saux, and Lefèvre 2018; Piramanayagam et al. 2018; Parajuli et al. 2018) , OpenStreetMap data (Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2017) and street view images , to solve the urban scene semantic segmentation problem, which, to some extent, is related to map extraction task. However, these approaches either simply concatenate the features of two modalities (i.e., early-fusion), or compute the average of the predictions made by each modality (i.e., late-fusion). We argue that such rough designs fail to fully explore the utilities of both modalities and are not able to effectively address the issue of information loss faced by both modalities. Among these approaches, the most relevant work solves the same problem by proposing a new deconvolution strategy called 1D decoder (Sun et al. 2019) . However, that work also simply concatenates the image features and the trajectory heat map which leaves room for further improvement.
Consequently, we propose a novel fusion model, namely DeepDualMapper, which aims to fuse the aerial image and trajectory data more seamlessly. We design a Gated Fusion Module (GFM) to explicitly learn the modality selection based on the confidence of each data source. It controls the information flows of aerial images and trajectories by explicitly defining a learnable weight to make the fusion process complementary-aware, i.e., giving a higher weight to the data source that is more trustworthy and more valuable to infer the answer. Such a design is consistent with the human decision-making process when we need to choose one between two data sources with different confidences. We also introduce a refinement process, conducted through the Densely Supervised Refinement (DSR) strategy, to refine the prediction generated by GFM from coarse to fine via residual refinement learning.
In summary, we have made three major contributions in this paper. First, we propose a novel data fusion model called DeepDualMapper which utilizes both aerial images and trajectory data more effectively for the task of map extraction. Second, we design a novel gated fusion module and a refinement decoder that can adaptively control the information flow of both modalities and select the one being more reliable in a coarse-to-fine refinement manner. Such a design follows the heuristics of the human decision-making process when judging two data sources. Third, our model not only outperforms the baselines in three real datasets but also demonstrates a superior resilience to information loss as it can generate the map with higher accuracy than all the existing competitors even when both modalities have 25% information loss.
Related work
Map Extraction via Aerial Images. Many approaches have been proposed to extract a digital map from aerial images. (Mnih and Hinton 2010) uses a feed forward neural network to detect the roads with unsupervised pre-training. After CNN has demonstrated its powerful predictability on visual tasks, many approaches adopt CNNs on this task, such as (Alshehhi et al. 2017 (Bastani et al. 2018) are two representative approaches proposed recently for extracting road network topology instead of directly extracting a binary representation of the map. (Zhou, Zhang, and Wu 2018) and (Sun et al. 2018 ) adopt U-Net-like structures to generate the maps. These approaches purely rely on the aerial image which has its limitations (eg.roads covered by trees and shadows are not visible) and require high-quality optical sensors.
Map Extraction via Trajectory Data. Approaches leveraging trajectory data mainly rely on clustering techniques to cluster the trajectories or GPS points located on the same road and then to extract a road from each cluster. (Schroedl et al. 2004 ) performs k-means style clustering on GPS samples to generate road. (Cao and Krumm 2009 ) clusters the trajectories into a growing road network. (Biagioni and Eriksson 2012) is a representative method transforming trajectories into a discretized image and adopts kernel density estimation to extract the road network. Among these approaches, (Liu et al. 2012b ) is reported as the one achieving the best performance (Liu et al. 2012a) . Recently, map update has also attracted some attentions, which is to incrementally discover new roads and add them to the existing road network (Wang et al. 2013; Shan et al. 2015; Wang, Mao, and Jin 2017; Chen et al. 2016) . In general, these trajectory-based approaches solve the problem in heuristics but not learningbased manner, which makes them inevitably inferior to those learning-based approaches (will be shown in experiments).
Data Fusion for Aerial Images. In the literature, there are some research works using aerial images with the assistance of other remote sensing data sources to reinforce the result. Semantic labeling of urban areas is a representative application for fusion of aerial images and other sensors such as the Lidar point cloud sensor data (Audebert, Saux, and Lefèvre 2018; Piramanayagam et al. 2018) , laser data (Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2016), OpenStreetMap data (Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2017) and street view images . Late fusion strategy is adopted by (Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2017; Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2016; Audebert, Saux, and Lefèvre 2018; Piramanayagam et al. 2018) . (Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2016) improves it by a residual correction strategy called SegNet-RC. Encoder fusion strategy is applied in (Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2017; Audebert, Saux, and Lefèvre 2018; Piramanayagam et al. 2018 ) via FuseNet (Hazirbas et al. 2016 ). V-FuseNet, an advanced version, is proposed in (Audebert, Saux, and Lefèvre 2018). Besides, (Fil et al. 2018) uses multiple sensors including satellite image to segment the flooded buildings. It fuses multiples sensors through late fusion strategy. (Parajuli et al. 2018) and (Sun et al. 2019 ) are the only existing works for fusing aerial images with other auxiliary data source to detect the roads. The former fuses the RGB image with Lidar data while the latter fuses the image with trajectory data to generate the map. However, most of these works either simply concatenate the features or average the predictions of both modalities to perform data fusion and hence have not fully utilized both data sources.
Deep Dual Mapper

Model Overview
We follow the flow of image-based map extraction approaches to transfer the map extraction task into a pixel-wise Figure 2 : The main fusion architecture of our model. The right part illustrates the details of the gated fusion module. We omit the details of the encoder as it is the same as U-Net. Note that all dense supervisions do not appear in the figure due to the clarity of the image. Please refer to Fig. 5 for the details. All annotated dimensions are assumed by feeding the input in the size of 224 × 224, for a clearer understanding of each layer. Best viewed in color. binary prediction task (Zhou, Zhang, and Wu 2018; Sun et al. 2018; Cheng et al. 2017; Sun et al. 2019) . We select U-Net as the main framework for its excellent performance in semantic segmentation, especially biomedical image segmentation, with a simple and elegant structure (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) . For the input data, we crop the whole area by 224 × 224 grids and the trajectory feature is represented by counting the historical GPS points in each pixel. Please refer to the supplementary material for more details on the model and data preprocessing procedure. Fig. 2 illustrates the main architecture of DeepDualMapper. It consists of two independent U-Nets with each taking in a branch of data source as the input. The original decoders of those two U-Nets serve as the auxiliary decoders to preserve the key information of aerial images and that of trajectories respectively. We extract the activation maps of two branches w.r.t.all scales, i.e., F
Gated Fusion Module
T and fuse them through the gated fusion module which produces the fused information A
(1)
f . Then, we propose the main decoder, the densely supervised refinement decoder, which shares the same structure as U-Net's decoder. It takes the fused features A (i) f as input and generates the pixel-wise prediction. Finally, it generates a feature map that shares the same spatial dimension as the original input dimension and adopts a linear binary predictor to generate pixel-wise predictions. In the following sections, we will detail the gated fusion module and the densely supervised refinement decoder.
One of the key novelties of our model is the Gated Fusion Module (GFM), which is proposed to simulate the human decision-making process. Given an analytic task and two data sources, we normally select the data source that is more informative and provides more valuable input for the given task. That is to say, for the task of map extraction, we prefer the data source that makes the inference of the roads much easier and provides more useful information to the other one. To be more specific, it takes the activation maps from two modalities as inputs, i.e., F 
. GFM is composed of two sub-modules, i.e., adapter and selector, as detailed in the following.
As the two activation maps are extracted from two independent branches and there is a potential space inconsistency between two modalities, directly fusing them is not an ideal solution. Accordingly, the adapters are introduced to transfer the activation spaces F I and F T to a uniform space A to enable a linear combination of the two activation maps in such a uniform space. We denote the adapted features as A
. Here, a I (·) and a T (·) are the channel dimension-preserving adapter opera-
implemented by the 1 × 1 convolution, i.e., the channel dimension is linearly transferred into a uniform space A. h(i), w(i), and c(i) refer to the height, width and channel dimension of the feature map respectively. The activation maps are in a uniform space after the transformation, and they can be safely fused by a linear combination, i.e.,
refer to the gate values w.r.t. aerial image and trajectory respectively; denotes the element-wise product. The complementary constraint G (i)
T = 1 enforces the module to learn a complementary-style fusion. It implies that if certain area in one modality has higher confidence in generating the prediction, it will be assigned a larger weight which simultaneously reduces the weight of the other modality with lower confidence in prediction. If both modalities have sufficient useful information to make a good prediction, the exact values of their weights are not important.
The selector sub-module computes the gate values G Figure 3 : An example showing the coarse-to-fine gate refinement procedure.
, 1] are extracted from the slices ofG (i) . Softmax function is adopted to normalize the gate value w.r.t. each location in h (i) × w (i) to meet the complementary constraint G (i)
(2). The un-normalized gatesG (i) is computed in a recursive manner formulated in Eq. (1), which means the decision of the gate at level i is based on the decision made at level (i − 1) with some residual refinement δ (i) G . The intuition is that we want to perform a consistent regularization on the gate decision space across all scales, i.e., the gates generated from different resolution granularities should not differ much, as the example shown in Fig. 3 . Note thatG (i−1) has its scale different fromG (i) , which can be solved by a 2× non-parametric up-sampling operation U 2× (·). For the residual refinement δ
T (i.e., c denotes the concatenation of two feature maps along the channel dimension), followed by two 3×3 convolution blocks, denoted by φ 2 3×3 , with batch normalization and ReLU activation. We adopt the stack of 3 × 3 convolutions in order to enlarge the receptive field and to collect more global information from those two modalities. Hence, it can make more accurate decisions by a pixel-wise linear transformation which is implemented by an 1 × 1 convolution ψ 1×1 with the output channel at 2. The whole computation flow of the GFM is illustrated in the right part of Fig. 2 .
Densely Supervised Refinement Decoding
The GFM aims to simulate the human decision-making process for judging the information from two modalities. In this section, we propose a densely supervised refinement decoder (DSRD) to further process the fused information into the prediction map. We introduce it through following two operations, i.e., the fusion refinement and the dense supervision.
Fusion Refinement. Recall that GFM outputs the fused features A two data sources which are expected to be more confident in making the prediction. Inspired by the residual refinement learning (Islam et al. 2017) , here, we directly leverage such information as the base of the feature map and we want the decoder to learn a residual refinement of A (i) f which can be formalized as the following equation.
is the residual refinement function. Fig. 4 shows an example of the generation of a prediction. First, both image and trajectory modalities make their own independent predictions (with information contained by A (i) I and A (i) T respectively), while these predictions might not be sufficient to provide a precise prediction. Next, the GFM fuses these two data sources by enlarging the one being more confident to predict the answer which leads to a more precise prediction. However, we can observe from Fig. 4 that such a linear combination may still face some issues, eg., isolate tiny roads and the un-smoothed predictions. Then, the decoder utilizes the fused feature A (i) f as the base and learns some area-invariant refinements, such as smoothing the prediction and removing the isolate points/short branches. Such a fusionrefinement process is consistent with our intuition.
The refinement decoder still follows the elegant structure of U-Net, i.e., 4 decoding blocks composed by a stride 2 deconvolutional layer D 2× (·) for learnable 2× up-sampling and two 3 × 3 convolutions (with batch normalization and followed by an ReLu activation), denoted as CBR 2 3×3 (·). Concatenation is adopted to combine the information upsampled from the previous level (D 2× A (i−1) r ) and the information from the current level (A (i) f ). The difference is that U-Net concatenates the activation maps from encoders by skip-connection while the newly proposed DSRD concatenates the fused features A (i) f produced by GFM. The following equation formalizes the residual refinement function. Fig. 5 shows the computation flow of the decoder at i-th level.
R A
Dense Supervision. We want to highlight that, although we design a refinement structure which seems to be reason- Figure 5 : Structure of the densely supervised refinement able, we could not rely on minimizing the final prediction loss as the only objective. If we do so, the refinement structure might not be able to achieve the performance it is designed to achieve, as there is no guidance to ensure that the decoder has indeed learned how to fuse both modalities and how to refine the prediction. Thus, to enforce our refinement procedure to work as expected, we propose a shared prediction module, which can incorporate dense supervisions to explicitly regularize the learned features and to guide the learning procedure.
Gated Fusion Module
Recall that we have introduced two adapters A I (·) and A T (·) in GFM to transfer the feature maps F 
T , will also lie in A. Besides, the refined feature A Accordingly, we decide to adopt a shared prediction module that takes the features in space A as input and produces a binary prediction. Then, we simultaneously predict the labels from A (i)
r , which involves 5 × 4 = 20 supervisions in total. The prediction module takes a tensor A ∈ A having shape h (i) × w (i) × c (i) as the input and generates a binary prediction with the same spatial size, i.e., h (i) × w (i) . It is implemented by an 1 × 1 convolutional layer ζ(·) to perform the linear transformation and a 2-classes softmax layer to predict the probability.
The dense supervision has two functions. First, it explicitly constraints space consistence. Recall that we have only assumed that the features produced by the adapters lie in the same space without any constraints in the previous sections. However, after adopting the shared prediction module that only accepts one feature space to generate the prediction, the learned space after the adaption and the space of A r are forced to be transferred to the uniform space A. Second, it optimizes the predictions generated by the fused feature A
T , which is equivalent to optimize the gate values G T . This supervision actually allows the gradient to be propagated by a short cut to the GFM to facilitate the learning of the fusion process.
Training. We adopt pixel-wise cross entropy loss on all the predictions in all levels, i.e., predictions computed from A (i)
r , where i = 1, 2, ..., 5. We train the model via Adam optimization (Kingma and Ba 2014) with the learning rate at 1e-4. As our model involves many supervisions, the weights of supervisions A (i)
f are all set to 0.5 and that of A (i) r is set to 1.0 (in all levels). Note that the performance is not very sensitive to the weights. At inference time, A
r is used as the model output. Please refer to the supplementary material for more training details.
Experiments Experiment Setting
We use three real city-scale datasets containing aerial images and GPS trajectories for evaluation (Porto, Shanghai, and Singapore). Following (Sun et al. 2019; Sun et al. 2018; Zhou, Zhang, and Wu 2018; Parajuli et al. 2018) , we adopt intersection of union (IoU) and F1-score of road pixels as the evaluation metrics. We denote correctly predicted road pixels, i.e., true positive, as TP, correctly predicted non-road pixels, i.e., true negative, as TN, road pixels which are wrongly predicted as non-roads, i.e., false negative, as FN, and non-road pixels which are wrongly predicted as roads, i.e., false positive, as FP. The IoU is computed as T P T P +F P +F N . Precision is computed as T P T P +F P and recall is computed as T P T P +F N . F1-score, the harmonic mean of precision and recall, is computed as 2×precision×recall
precision+recall . The details of the datasets and the metrics are presented in the supplementary material. Baselines. We incorporate a large number of competitors which can be clustered into three categories. The first category is trajectory-based approaches that extract the map based on clustering trajectories/GPS points. Representative works TC1 
Overall Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of different approaches in extracting the maps from three cities under test regions. The results are reported in Table 1 . First, most trajectory-based approaches do not perform well. This is consistent with our expectation, as they are based on trajectory clustering without any supervised learning procedure. U-Net traj performs best among them as it is trained end-to-end. For those image-based approaches, DeepRoadMapper and RoadTracer perform better than the others in general as they use specifically designed CNN structure which is more powerful than other VGG-like models. In general, fusion-based approaches outperform the approaches in the above two categories. It demonstrates the power of combining different data sources and justifies that the combination of data sources that complement each other can significantly improve the overall performance. Deep-DualMapper demonstrates its superior performance, as it consistently outperforms all the competitors in all three cases. Note that DeepDualMapper achieves a much stabler performance as its standard deviation tends to be small. Note that to prove the effectiveness of our fusion strategy and to assure the fairness of our evaluation, all the approaches evaluated use the same input features. Among other fusion-based approaches, TriSeg, 1D decoder, and V-FuseNet demonstrate certain advantages over others; while the performance ranking of remaining approaches is not clear. Notice that among these three datasets, the performance on the Porto dataset is the best. The main reason is that Porto dataset has better data quality than others. Porto's satellite image is more accurate and clearer than the other two. For trajectory data, the noise and error on trajectories of Porto are smaller than that of Singapore, and the coverage density is higher than that of Shanghai. Consequently, the overall performance of Porto is the best of all three datasets.
Visualization of the Gate Values
To offer a clearer view of how our fusion model behaves when it encounters two data sources with different confidence of predictability, we select a sub-region and gradually reduce the predictability in either modality. We report the gate values G T of level 5 (i.e. the last level) in Fig. 6 to visualize the changes to the information flow when one data source's quality drops. We can infer that when the image fades and starts to lose more and more details, it gradually loses its confidence in prediction. Therefore, G
I is reduced (becomes blacker) while G
T is increased (becomes whiter). However, it is still able to make a reasonable prediction even when the original aerial image has lost much important information. Similarly, we can make the same observations from the case where the noise of trajectory data increases.
Performance w.r.t. Trajectory Data Volume Fig. 8 plots the IoU performance of U-Net traj and Deep-DualMapper under different trajectory data volumes. We only report the results of the Porto dataset for space saving, while similar results are observed from the other two datasets. U-Net traj is selected for comparison because it is the backbone of our model and it can be directly compared with DeepDualMapper that takes in multiple data sources as input. It is observed that U-Net traj is vulnerable to the reduction of trajectory data quality, while DeepDualMapper demonstrates resilience to the reduction of data quality. Although Deep-DualMapper is relatively robust to data quality, it still has a minor performance drop. We think it is reasonable. When one modality (i.e.. trajectory data) loses most of its information, DeepDualMapper can only infer the information from the other modality (i.e., aerial image) with its performance similar to the U-Net of single modality (i.e., aerial image).
Evaluation on Robustness to Information Loss
Data fusion approaches will be effective only if they own the capability of learning how to compensate for the information loss of one modality by other modalities. As stated before, existing approaches roughly fuse the data sources so it remains unknown whether they have really learned how to correctly fuse the data and to maximize the utility of both data sources. To have a more thorough study, we conduct the information loss attack on testing datasets. In detail, we randomly remove the information of 1/4 area of the aerial image and another 1/4 area of the trajectory data, to see whether the fusion model can correctly find out the right modality containing the true information to perform the inference. We conduct the experiment in all three datasets and report the quantitative results in Table 2 . In addition, we visualize the maps generated by all data fusion models in Fig. 7(a) . Note that quadrant 3 of the aerial image and quadrant 1 of the trajectory data have been removed. Most of the baselines are vulnerable to the information loss attack while our model, to some extent, is able to defend such attack.
To further study how DeepDualMapper fuses the data and why it outperforms the other approaches under an information loss attack, we visualize the gate values computed by GFM from level 1 to level 5 in Fig. 7(b) . We can observe that since quadrant 3 of the aerial image has been removed, GFM assigns higher weights to the trajectory data. Similarly, as quadrant 1 of the trajectory data has been removed, GFM detects that the aerial image carries more valuable information for the prediction. Accordingly, it passes the information of aerial image but blocks the trajectory information in quadrant 1. This example demonstrates the effectiveness of our gating mechanism for data fusion. In addition, from the gate values across different levels, we can observe that the gate values are refined from coarse to fine and the gate values of all levels meet the consistency constraint.
Study on Densely Supervised Refinement
Recall that the DSRD is designed to be responsible for generating the predictions. We first evaluate the IoU performance of the predictions generated by the features of A r (refined feature) via the shared prediction module. The results are shown in Fig. 9(a) . As compared with the information captured by the features A f contains more precise information. In addition, we are able to observe the improvement achieved by A (5) r over A (5) f , which demonstrates the effectiveness of the refinement process. Last but not least, we claim that supervision can further improve the fusion process as the prediction made by the fused feature A f with the dense supervision is more accurate than that without the supervision, as reported in Fig. 9(b) . For a clearer view, we visualize the predictions computed by the features of A (i)
r in all 5 levels in Fig. 10 . From the results, we can observe that the refinement procedure smooths and connects the roads and the result is generated through the feature maps from coarse to fine as well as from rough to smooth over five levels.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an automatic map extraction approach that can effectively fuse the information of aerial images and that of GPS trajectories. We further boost the performance and accuracy of map extraction task by proposing the gated fusion module and the densely supervised refinement decoder. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our model through comprehensive experiment studies based on three city-scale datasets. In addition, we have implemented an information loss attack task. As expected, our model is much more robust to the attack, compared with a wide range Figure 9 : Quantitative results showing the utility of densely supervised refinement decoding. The IoU of predictions generated by features at each stage are gradually increased demonstrating the effectiveness of the fusion step and the refinement step.
Refined Feature Ground Truth Figure 10 : Visualizations of the predictions generated by A I , A T , A f and A r in all 5 levels. The fused predictions are better than those of A I and A T . The refined predictions further smooth (and connect) the roads predicted by A f . Please pay attention to the differences in the dotted boxes.
of state-of-the-art competitors, with its resilience to the information loss mainly contributed by its delicately designed fusion structure. Since our method is still relatively simple for the preprocessing of trajectory data, we plan to consider other information such as speed and direction in the future and investigate whether performing more data augmentation could enhance the performance of the model. Figure 11 : Examples showing the generated map in an area of size 900m × 900m. The first row shows the aerial image and the trajectories as well as the predictions from DeepDualMapper and the ground truth constructed by OpenStreetMap. The second and third rows visualize the predictions of all fusion-based methods. The red pixels indicate the road pixels that are wrongly predicted as non-roads, i.e., false negative, and the blue pixels represent the non-road pixels wrongly predicted as roads corresponding to the ground truth, i.e., false positive. Figure 12 : Visualization of the generated map by DeepDualMapper w.r.t. whole test area in Porto dataset. Similarly, the red pixels indicate the pixels being wrongly predicted as non-roads (false negative) and the blue pixels represent the non-road pixels wrongly predicted as roads (false positive). Note that we have found that a large ratio of those false positive samples (in blue) is actually resulted by the incorrectness of OpenStreetMap (served as the ground truth) which means these roads are actually missing in OpenStreetMap. It demonstrates that DeepDualMapper can reversely detect some missing roads in OpenStreetMap and helps to make it more precise.
Implementation Details Data Preprocessing
As introduced in the main text, we get the training sample by cropping an area of size 224×224. In the following, we detail the procedure of constructing the training examples. An intuitive way to generate the training samples is cropping the whole city into disjoint Hm × Wm grids which are like meshes. We do not adopt the mesh representation because it is not able to well preserve the information of grid boundaries. Instead, we adopt a different approach by randomly generating samples of size Hm × Wm from the whole city, excluding the testing and validation regions. The boundary of one sample could be in the center of another sample, which effectively addresses the limitation of mesh presentation. Our training set is generated in the same way, consisting of randomly generated training samples of fixed size. To guarantee fairness, we apply the same sampling strategy to all neural network-based baselines. We normalize the RGB channels of aerial image to [0, 1] before feeding them to the network. We use 224 × 224 (i.e., H = 224, W = 224 and α=1m/pixel) for implementation, which is the most common size for VGG-like models. However, the size is not fixed as the model uses a fully convolutional network and hence it can take in an image of any size as an input.
For trajectory feature extraction, as stated in the paper, we partition the region into many αm × αm grids to count the number of trajectory points falling in each grid. We have tried many different values for α, eg., 1m, 2m, 4m, 8m, and α = 1m turns out to be the best.
As the training patch is randomly cropped from the whole area, it is hard to define what is "an epoch", as two training samples might have overlaps. As a solution, we introduce a number N = Strain 224×224 with S train representing the area of the training region. N actually defines the expected number of samples that could cover the entire training region, and an epoch refers to the scanning of the set of N samples. Figure 13 : Visualization of three datasets. The regions inside the green and red boxes refer to the validation area and the testing area respectively, while the remaining regions form the training set.
Training Details
This paper is to study the data fusion methods on aerial images and GPS trajectories for map extraction. Accordingly, we want to minimize the influence of other factors. To do so, we use the same data loader to provide training and testing samples for all neural network-based models. In detail, as introduced previously, in each step, we randomly crop a 224 × 224 area for training for all approaches. We also adopt the same learning rate (1e-4) and optimizer (Adam) on all the models. Notice that as the input features contain not only a pure RGB image but also 1-channel trajectory data, it is hard to leverage the pre-trained weight (e.g., via ImageNet) to initialize the kernel of convolutions. Fortunately, we found that all the models are able to converge fast even when trained from scratch, thus we randomly initialize all the parameters for all the models. There are some fluctuations in the performance of some approaches. As a solution, we train all the approaches 50 epochs (which is enough for them to converge) and report the average results of the last 10 epochs. Note that DeepRoadMapper and RoadTracer adopt their own segmentation network, and we observe that their performance converges slower than other baselines. Consequently, we train them 100 epochs and report the average performance of the last 10 epochs. Moreover, as the original DeepRoadMapper and RoadTracer both first produce the image representation of the map and then post-process it into the graph representation, we only include their segmentation networks to produce the map in image representation for a fair comparison.
We implement our code in PyTorch 0.4.1 under Ubuntu 16.04. The CPU is Intel Core i7-6850K with 128GB memories. All the models can fit in an Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPU having 11GB memories. Our model takes about 7.6ms to infer a patch in 224 × 224 (with batch size 16).
